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3. The functional programming
paradigm

Plan for this  and the next section:
n Present some basics about the ideas behind the

paradigm
n Look at things we have to be able to do with a

programming language (see Section 2)
n Present the concepts of the functional (resp. logical)

paradigm that deal with a particular requirement
n Present examples of the concept in Haskell, resp.

PROLOG
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Functional programming languages

n All based on variants of the l-calculus with added
constructs for convenience

n Basic idea:
programming = evaluation of functions

n A program consists of calling a function with
appropriate arguments

n Functions can make use of other functions
n Examples: Lisp, ML, SASL, Scheme, Haskell
n Paradigm is known as long as imperative one, but

was never able to get out of its niche
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l-Calculus for beginners

Some history:
n Developed by Church  and Kleene as formal system

to investigate function definition, application and
recursion

n Used to define cleanly the concept of a computable
function

n Church used the problem of determining the equality
of two l-calculus expressions to show that the
Entscheidungsproblem cannot be solved (since the
equality problem for the expressions is undecidable)
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l-Calculus: Basics (I)

n The cornerstones of the l-calculus are identifiers and
functions with single arguments

n Identifiers are taken from a countably infinite set
Ident
(for example, Ident = {a, b, c, …, x, y, z, x1, x2, …})

n The set of lambda-expressions lambd is defined as
follows
l Ident Õ lambd
l <expr> Œ lambd, <ident> Œ Ident, then

(l <ident>.<expr>) Œ lambd
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l-Calculus: Basics (II)

l <expr1>, <expr2> Œ lambd, then
(<expr1> <expr2>) Œ lambd

n Examples:
l u. l v.u "TRUE"
l u. l v.v "FALSE"
l a. l b. l c. ((a) b) c "IF-THEN-ELSE"
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Evaluating lambda-expressions

n There are two rules that are used to evaluate lambda-
expressions:
l The a-conversion: expresses the idea that names of

bound variables are not important
l The b-reduction: expresses the idea of function

application
n The rules state equalities of expressions that are then

applied in one direction
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Some terminology

n In the expression
(l x. (x x)) (l y.(y z))

x is called a bound variable (as is y), while z is called
a free variable

n The equivalence relation == expresses that two
lambda-expressions A and B denote the same
function

n == is defined by a-conversion and b-reduction
n If V is a variable (i.e. VŒ Ident) and E,FŒ lambd, then

F[V/E] denotes the expression that is similar to F,
except that every occurrence of V is replaced by E
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a-conversion

n Let V, W be variables and E a lambda expression
n Then a-conversion is defined as

l V.E == l W.E[V/W]
where only free occurences of V in E are replaced and
W does not appear freely in E and W is not bound by
a l in E whenever it replaces a V

n Examples:
l x. (l x. (y (l v. (x v)))) == l u. (l x. (y (l v. (x v))))

=/=  l x. (l v. (y (l v. (v v))))
=/=  l x. (l y. (y (l v. (y v))))
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b-reduction

n Let V be a variable and E,F lambda expressions
n Then b-reduction is defined as

((l V. E) F) == E[V/F]
if all free occurences of any variables in F remain free
in E[V/F]

n Example:
(((l a. l b. l c. ((a) b) c) (l u. l v.u)) e) f ==

((l b. l c. ((l u. l v.u) b) c)) e) f ==
((l b. l c. (l v.b) c) e) f ==
((l b. l c. b) e) f == (l c. e) f == e
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b-reduction (cont.)

(((l a. l b. l c. ((a) b) c) (l u. l v.v)) f) g ==
((l b. l c. ((l u. l v.v) b) c)) f) g ==
(l c. ((l u. l v.v) f) c)) g ==

 (l u. l v.v) f) g ==
(l v.v) g ==
g 
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Let's add some syntactic sugar (I)

n Obviously, lambda-expressions easily can become
rather long and are very difficult to understand for
human beings

n Therefore it makes sense to introduce short
meaningful names for certain expressions that then
are used within bigger expressions

n Examples:
TRUE = l u. l v.u
FALSE = l u. l v.v
IF = l a. l b. l c. ((a) b) c
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Let's add some syntactic sugar (II)

n Numbers can be defined as so-called Church
integers:
0 = l f. l x. x
1 = l f. l x. f x
2 = l f. l x. f (f x)
and so on

n Some functions on numbers:
SUCC = l n. l f. l x. f(n f x)
PLUS = l m. l n. l f. l x. m f (n f x)

n A specialized predicate:
ISZERO =  l n. n (l x. FALSE) TRUE
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Some exercises

n Show the following equivalences using b-reduction
and (if necessary) a-conversion:
l 2 == SUCC 1
l 4 == PLUS 1 3
l IF TRUE 2 4 == 2
l IF FALSE (SUCC 1) (SUCC (SUCC 1)) == 3
l ISZERO 1 == FALSE
l ISZERO 0 == TRUE
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Fixed points (I)
n Recursion is an important construct for defining

many useful functions
n At first glance, l-calculus does not seem to allow

recursion
n A recursively defined function can be seen as the

fixed point of some suitable other function
n The fixed point of a function g is given by

(l x. g (x x)) (l x. g (x x))
n The Y combinator can be used to do a fixed point

calculation:
Y = l g. (l x. g (x x)) (l x. g (x x))
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Fixed points (II)

How does Y work?
Y F = l g. (l x. g (x x)) (l x. g (x x)) F ==
(l x. F (x x)) (l x. F (x x)) ==
F ((l x. F (x x)) (l x. F (x x))) == \* reverse appl. b
F (l g. (l x. g (x x)) (l x. g (x x)) F) =
F (Y F)
So, Y re-applies its argument function as often as

possible, i.e. until a fixed point in the computation is
reached, i.e. until the recursive calls stop
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Fixed points (III)

Example: factorial(3)
Normal recursive definition:

F = l f. l n. IF (ISZERO n) 1 (MULT n (f n-1))
Application of Y and 3:

F (Y F) 3 ==
l f. l n. IF (ISZERO n) 1 (MULT n (f n-1)) (Y F) 3 ==
l n. IF (ISZERO n) 1 (MULT n ((Y F) n-1)) 3  ==
IF (ISZERO 3) 1 (MULT 3 ((Y F) 3-1)) ==
(MULT 3 (Y F) 2) ==
(MULT 3 (F (Y F) 2) == … == 6
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Some results from theory

n The l-calculus is powerful enough to define every
computable functions over the natural numbers

n There is no algorithm that can take as input two
arbitrary lambda-expressions and returns YES if the
two expressions are equivalent (with respect to ==)
and NO if they are not
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l-Calculus and functional
programming

n The l-calculus is the "glue" on top of a richer world
of primitives that allows to form functional
programming languages

n These primitives can be
l Datatypes
l Definitions or declarations
l Build-in functions (for speed)


